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INFINITY TIG 225
the Elements range widens to TIG
Infinity Tig 225 is the new TIG inverter welding machine, with high frequency HF or LIFT striking that allows pulse
welding (PULSE). Ready to use with TIG welding accessories, it is ideal for welding various types of materials, such
as steel, stainless steel, titanium, copper, nickel and their alloys. Infinity TIG 225 turns into an MMA electrode
welding machine as well to meet the most wide-ranging operating needs.

LCD PANEL
The LCD panel is easy to read, even in poor lighting, and allows clear display of
the TIG welding curve to facilitate adjustment of multiple parameters, including:
. start current
. frequency
. pulse balance
. adjustment of spot welding
. times starting from 10ms.

EASY PULSE
The EASY PULSE function automatically sets the various current and pulse
times adjustments,
making it an essential function for a first quick setting and for less expert users.

REMOTE CONTROL
The remote control connection enables use and adjustment of the machine also when working far from the
generator.

INFINITY TIG 225
the Elements range widens to TIG
FINDER FUNCTION
The FINDER function is an useful support to complete works in a quick and precise way. It facilitates arc striking
at the lowest currents and the subsequent positioning of the torch to the advantage of greater welding precision.

MMA
By changing the accessories, it becomes an electrode welding machine able to
guarantee excellent results thanks to adjustment of the arc force, hot start and
anti-stick devices.
The VDR device, which reduces output voltage when the welding machine is on
but not in use, makes the product much safer for the operator.

TIG OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
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